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Vocabulary
prosecutor – lawyer presenting the court case for the government
motions – arguments or proposals for action by a judge in a trial
juried – a contest or set of submissions evaluated by a jury
predictable – expected
felony – a serious crime that can be punishable by jail time
infringing – moving in on someone’s space or rights
redress – remedy or compensation for a loss or crime
flawed – mistaken; faulty
grandiose – fancy or overly important
accomplice – helper in a crime or attempted crime
sexually harassing – bothering or threatening in a sexual way
objection – an appeal by one lawyer to a judge to stop certain questions in court
admissible – evidence or testimony that is allowed in court
defendant – in a court proceeding, the person charged with a crime

1. The book begins with text that looks like someone’s hand printing, and the words
describe crying at night before revealing that the writer is in jail. Why would Myers,
the author, open the book in such an unusual way?

2. Why, according to the narrator, is it best to cry at night when someone is being beaten
up?
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3. Describe the level of privacy an inmate experiences in this jail.

4. In what way does the narrator say his movie will differ from other movies about
prison?

5. The narrative alternates between a diary, or notebook, written by Steve Harmon and a
film script. What is the purpose of combining these two forms?

6. What purpose does the list of credits serve?

7. Why does Kathy O’Brien sound so stern in talking to Steve?

8. What does the guard mean by the term “motion case”?

9. Kathy O’Brien tells Steve she needs to make the jury see him in a certain way. How
does she need to make the jury regard Steve?

10. Why does the courtroom scene include chatter about the length of the trial, softball,
and the Fourth of July?
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11. What is the significance of the scene showing Mr. Sawicki telling the film class about
predictable endings and film competition?

12. What part is Steve accused of taking in the crime for which he is standing trial?

13. Why does the author include the opening statements of the prosecutor and both
defense attorneys?

14. Why has Sal Zinzi decided to testify?

15. What does Zinzi fear will happen to him at Riker’s Island?

16. Why do you think the author includes the rock-throwing incident from Steve’s
childhood?

17. According to Steve, what purpose does thinking about the movie serve?

18. According to Johnny, who is the best sort of person to steal from if you do not want
the crime reported?

19. What details does Myers provide about Steve’s home life?
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